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Instrument and pump: 350 g

Electric consumption: ~3 W

No lenses => no risk of misalignment

Concentrations for 19 size classes 

between 0.2 and 100 mm

Automatic check every 10 minutes and electronic recalibration if necessary 

(ex. strong changes in temperature) 



Principle of measurements

2 scattering angles measurements (field of view of few degrees)

~12°, insensitive to the refractive index of the particles (mainly diffraction)

=> accurate size determination and counting

~60°, strongly sensitive to the refractive index of the particles

=> indication of the nature of the particles

Detection of the maximum of 

intensity for particle that 

crosses the laser beam 

Real-time stray light correction 



Statistical approach for the detection of irregular 

particles (all natural solid particles are irregular)

At a given diameter, same scattered flux for different 

natures of particles (at small scattering angles)

LOAC can be used for liquid and irregular 

particles but not for perfect solid spheres



Small field of view (few degrees) at 

small scattering angles 

=> large irregular  particles are less 

luminous than expected

Confirmation by modelling 

calculations including a roughness 

surface coefficient



Determination of the main nature of the particles: Speciation

The 60° measurements are very sensitive to the refractive index of the particles

More absorbing are the particles, lower are the scattered fluxes

 The 60° size distribution is often 

lower than the 12° real size distribution

The combination of the 2 size distributions 

varies with the nature of the particles



The 12°/60° ratio is compared to charts obtained in laboratory for different 

families of particles:

- Liquid droplets

- Minerals

- Carbons

This is an open data base and other natures 

of particles can be considered (no more than 

3 or 4 different natures)



Pollution carbon particles Saharan sand plume

Size distribution

speciation

Inside a cloud

Examples of measurements in heterogeneous media



Typical speciation in the stratosphere (20 March 2014, Aire sur l’Adour, France)



LOAC is used at ground and under all kinds of balloons:

tethered, meteo, low troposphere, stratosphere

“Modular” instrument : LOAC can work with different  kinds of pump (between 1.3 

and 2.7 l/mn) and with different kinds of inlets depending on the sampling conditions



Measurements from meteo balloon, Ury (France) on 12 January 2015

Example of measurements inside a cirrus :

“oscillating speciation”



- 2 instruments working at ground since 2013 (and conversion to mass concentrations)

- More than 60 flights since 2013

Work to do for STRATEOLE : 

- Long duration tests (several weeks) at low T and P (mi-2015)

- Qualification of the pump (2015)

Also, we developed and Improved version of LOAC, to improve the accuracy of 

measurements (2017)


